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hey nataliya, it's so good to have your email address. it was a great class and i loved all the words and writing that you shared. i am a pretty social person and i like to correspond and talk with interesting people. i'm looking forward to this
email correspondence. when you want to email, my address is in my profile. pep talks focus on our hopes and dreams, our interests and questions as we finish university. our pep talks also focus on the things we have learned and the things

we want to learn as we are about to embark on our professional careers. i chose to do a pep talk on "love in the age of computer science," because love matters to me. i like to believe that love is the most powerful force in the world, it is
certainly something that i want to learn more about. computer science also interests me, so what better subject to speak about with a computer science student audience, than that of relationships. my pep talk covered some aspects of my
personal life, and how to handle certain situations in relationships. i also revealed some types of mistakes that i made in my romantic life. i received a lot of positive responses to my pep talk. people thought that it was informative and gave
me great tips. they were surprised that i was talking about my personal life. i chose to do a pep talk on "love in the age of computer science," because love matters to me. i like to believe that love is the most powerful force in the world, it is
certainly something that i want to learn more about. computer science also interests me, so what better subject to speak about with a computer science student audience, than that of relationships. my pep talk covered some aspects of my
personal life, and how to handle certain situations in relationships. i also revealed some types of mistakes that i made in my romantic life. i received a lot of positive responses to my pep talk. people thought that it was informative and gave

me great tips. they were surprised that i was talking about my personal life.
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over 4,000 undergraduates, graduates, and education students were trained and certified in 2015 to participate in the preservation skills center (psc). the psc engages students in a core set of skills necessary to meet the challenges of natural resource management and stewardship of the
land. the psc is an extension of the northeast regional initiative for environmental stewardship at the northeast regional center for environmental education (nrcee) at the connecticut agricultural experiment station. nrcee has coordinated the delivery of the psc certification to extension

state programs and is responsible for the development of the curriculum, delivery, and evaluation of the courses. in addition, the extension state programs maintain the centralized management and distribution of the resources, including the online course management system and learner
assessments. i just discovered your blog and find it very interesting. i'm a big fan of russian cinema, which i find more interesting than hollywood these days. so, i would like to have your email address so that i could send you some of the classic movies i have, from the 1950's through the

1980's. thanks, and if you're ever in the united states, feel free to come and visit me in minneapolis, mn. i loved the class i took from you and i will never forget the insights you shared, "the organization of ideas within a novel is a reflection of the world within which we find ourselves. a
key part of the process of writing fiction is to attempt to organize and re-orient the life experiences of ourselves within the everyday world around us. what we find inside the world of language is our reality." you are an inspiring role model and i would like to contact you for more intensive

exchange. 5ec8ef588b
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